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The brief given to expert kitchen and
bathroom designer Celia Visser for her
clients’ city townhouse was very clear –
a combined bathroom and laundry that
was innovative, aesthetically minimalist
and sophisticated. They also wanted
to have a blissful soak after a hard day
at work as well as good storage and
practicality service areas.
This may sound relatively straightforward,
but, there were significant size constraints
and Celia had to combine logic with
creativity to deliver all that her clients
desired. The other challenge was the
integration of two quite different spaces
into one – a luxe bathroom and a functional
utility room.
Celia brilliantly resolved the soaking
challenge by including an exterior spa bath
which is accessed directly through a glass
door from the shower area. Her clients can
choose to have the glazing on the doors
either frosted for when the room is being
used as a bathroom, or clear at other times
so they can appreciate the view into the
garden – all at the flick of a switch.
The fully integrated laundry appliances
are hidden in the single vertical unit. The
striking horizontal lines of the bespoke

Corian© vanity in Corian© Designer White –
and its seamlessly formed Corian© basin,
Corian© door fronts and electric cabinetry
are enhanced by the elongated mirrored
cabinets holding generous amounts of
storage. Corian© Designer White is a
very clean “black” white – perfect for this
streamlined space.
Fabrication of the Corian© vanity top, basin
and door fronts were done by specialists
Mark & Phillip at Topline Benches. Topline
Benches are a favourite with many
designers due to the absolute care they take
to deliver a great outcome.
Elegant in its simplicity, this versatile room
has exceeded the clients’ expectations, as
well as winning Celia a National Kitchen
& Bathroom Association Design Award in
2014.

